What happens on a Walk to Emmaus weekend? This is a question we get asked a lot. The weekend is not secret nor are we a secret society. The weekend is a compilation of 15 talks given over 3 days (5 per day). Also built in to the schedule is time for corporate worship and time for personal reflection. There is no physical walking as the name suggests, but we do walk spiritually with Jesus Christ during the weekend.

Here is an outline you may share with prospective Pilgrims and those interested in learning more about the weekend before they make a decision to attend.

**Thursday – 7:00pm start**
- Registration for participants (pilgrims)
- Sendoff: Introduction of participants and team to the community-at-large
- Icebreaker exercise that allows everyone to meet each other (team and pilgrims)
- Brief video explaining the “Walk to Emmaus”
- Chapel – Thursday evening reflection; begin silence
- Quiet time and Bed – period of silence until chapel the next morning to allow for personal reflection

**Friday**
- Morning chapel – Morning communion and breaking of silence
- Breakfast
- Group picture (a memento to take home with you)
- **Talk #1:** Priorities
- Short Break
- **Talk #2:** Prevenient Grace
- Lunch
- Short Break
- **Talk #3:** Priesthood of All Believers
- Short Break
- **Talk #4:** Justifying Grace
- Long Break (can return to rooms)
- Dinner
- Short Break
- **Talk #5:** Life in Piety
- Chapel – Road to Emmaus experience
- Short Break
- Evening Celebration
- Chapel – Friday evening reflection
- Bed Time
Saturday
Morning chapel
Breakfast
Short Break
Talk #6: Growth Through Study
Book Table break
Talk #7: Means of Grace
Chapel – Mid-day communion
Long Break (can return to rooms if time permits)
Lunch
Short Break
Q&A
Talk #8: Christian Action
Short Break
Talk #9: Obstacles to Grace
Dinner
Short Break
Talk #10: Discipleship
Short Break
Evening Celebration
Chapel – Saturday evening reflection
Bed Time (begin packing)

Sunday
Morning chapel
Breakfast
Packing Break
Talk #11: Changing Our World
Talk #12: Sanctifying Grace
Short Break
Talk #13: Body of Christ
Lunch
Short Break
Talk #14: Perseverance
Final Break
Talk #15: Fourth Day
End of Weekend Celebration
Chapel – Commissioning Service

Closing Service with communion to finish the weekend (community-at-large plus weekend participants)

Travel home – approximately 6:00pm end

Please feel free to share our website (www.suncoastemmaus.com) as well as the Upper Room website (www.emmaus.upperroom.org) with those you are sponsoring.